2/26/20 - Episode #6
Social Media for Manufacturers
A courageous conversation about social media–that thing that used to be ‘nice to have’ and that’s now necessary AF.

[Allison]:     Hey Trailblazers! 
Today’s topic is riddled with myths and possibilities. SOCIAL MEDIA! 

Truth Bomb: the majority of manufacturers are behind the eight ball on this front and aren’t playing catch up fast enough. And, if you’re not where your customers are and leading the conversation online someone else is. 

So, let’s dive right in! Ray, what are some of the beliefs you’ve heard from manufacturers about social media?


CURRENT BELIEFS KEEPING MANY MANUFACTURERS FROM JUMPING IN THE RING:
[Ray]: 
-Social media is for kids
-Facebook is social media and I don’t give a crap what someone is eating for lunch
- We’re b2b, not b2c
-Social media is a big fat waste of time; what’s the ROI if we do it?
-We do social media; a little...I don’t see the big deal
-Our customers are OEM’s & contractors and distributors...they’re not really on social media

ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM:
[Allison]: I’ve actually had more than one manufacturing leader say this under their breath to me, “Truth be told, I don’t really understand how it works and why we need to do it.” So, Ray, let’s talk about the elephant in the room; we’ve talked about many a scenario that we’ve encountered or seen just within the last six months...

[Ray]:
-Jr. Understands the value and Sr. resists because they don’t
-Lack of Brand Foundation, position, differentiator and understanding of who you’re talking to
-No formal Content or Social Strategy in place  ...this isn’t a place to just ‘wing-it’

[Allison]:
-Jump in the ring without these things and run out of things to say real quick (inconsistent)
-Only talk about themselves instead of listening first and making it a two-way conversation


ACTION:
[Ray]: Let’s talk about what manufacturers can do to catch up and leverage the power of social media?

[Allison / Ray chimes in as well]:
First, become FEAR-LESS; nobody knows everything about social media and truth is, there are enough good people out there than can help you navigate the waters 
Second, embrace the fact that the way people communicate has changed! Fore-EVER! 
Social media isn’t just Facebook and believe me, your customers are using it every single day. 
RZ - I’m shocked at the number of mfg that have low or no visibility on LinkedIn.
Make it part of your marketing strategy immediately 
Start listening to the conversations that are happening; Twitter, for example, is a great “water cooler”...Gary Vaynerchuck talks about this a lot. It’s how he started online when he had zero followers and -knowledge. 
Create a Content and Social Media Strategy; be consistent, be human, and for God’s sake don’t only talk about yourself and your products; this is a conversation, not a transaction 
Make the customer the hero of your mission; you’re “being social” to benefit them, ultimately benefiting you 
This is all measurable, so DO THAT, and make adjustments along the way.  
Once you start, there’s no stopping; this is a forever conversation. It’s part of the customer lifecycle. 
Start before you’re ready; social media isn’t perfect. Start somewhere, but start something. 


WRAP UP: 
[Allison]: As always, thank you for listening and being part of this tribe. 

If you’re not already, please subscribe to this podcast. And sharing is caring, so tell a colleague to tune in and GET REAL already.

[Ray]: And, remember to keep manufacturing out loud! We need you!
